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ABSTRACT

We report an interesting finding of calcium carbonate (CaCO$_3$) crystal growth in the silk fibroin (SF) hydrogel with different concentrations by a simple ion diffusion method. The experimental results indicate that the CaCO$_3$ crystals obtained from silk fibroin gels with low and high concentrations are all calcites with unusual morphologies. Time-dependent growth study was carried out to investigate the crystallization process. It is believed that silk fibroin hydrogel plays an important role in the process of crystallization. The possible formation mechanism of CaCO$_3$ crystals is proposed. This study provides a better explanation of the influence of silk fibroin concentration and its structure on CaCO$_3$ crystals growth.
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1. Introduction

Calcium carbonate is an important mineral due to its significance as a biomineral and its various industrial applications [1-3]. As a kind of considerable biomineral, it receives much attention due to the wide existence in nacre of mollusk shells, crustacean exoskeletons, and eggshells [3, 4]. Thereinto, one of the most striking biomaterials, nacre has inspired researchers to investigate the formation mechanisms for decades [5-7]. It is well-known that the formation of nacre layers is closely related to the templating effect of organic matrix during CaCO$_3$ crystallization. Nacre organic matrix is comprised of three major components: acidic proteins, β-chitin and silk-fibroin-like protein [8, 9]. Among the organic matrices involved in nacre, acidic proteins are considered to play a pivotal role during the formation of aragonite crystals in the nacre sheets. In recent years, most of the studies have
concentrated on the role of acidic proteins in nacre [10-12]. Zhang et al. [10] identified a novel acidic protein from the nacreous layer of *Pinctada fucata* that could control CaCO$_3$ crystal growth and induce the needle-like aragonite crystals. Gong et al. [11] determined a nacre protein from pearl oyster and this protein might initiate crystal nucleation and permit further calcium deposit formation with irregular morphology. β-chitin acted as a structural scaffold and its effect often required the cooperation of other organic matrix, such as acidic proteins [13]. Silk-fibroin-like protein, rich in glycine and alanine, is a kind of insoluble protein with a secondary structure of antiparallel β-sheet. It has been found that silk fibroin (*Bombyx mori*) is much more similar to silk-fibroin-like protein in nacre in amino acid sequence and secondary structure [14] compared to the conventional synthesized acidic polymers [15-19]. Hence, silk fibroin has been used as an additive in the solution to investigate its effect on CaCO$_3$ crystal growth in *in-vitro* study. Wang et al. [20] found CaCO$_3$ formation steps greatly depended on the presence of silk fibroin in mineralization process. A cryo-transmission electron microscopy (CTEM) study of the structure of the *Atrina* shell nacreous organic matrix without dehydration suggested that [9], at least prior to mineralization, the silk-fibroin-like protein existed as a hydrated gel phase. Nudelman et al. [21] also identified a hydrated gel-like protein filling the space between two interlamellar sheets prior to mineral formation. These results showed that mineral formation did not occur in aqueous solution, but in a hydrated gel-like medium. However, the exact role of this hydrogel in nacre growth is still so far limited.

In our research, we used a silk fibroin hydrogel system, which is beneficial to mimic the real mineralization system of nacre. The motivation for this research is to explore how silk fibroin gel mediates the crystal growth of calcium carbonate. In addition, by studying the crystallization process in silk fibroin gel, the probable mechanism of CaCO$_3$ crystal growth is proposed. Generally speaking, this
study provides clues to understand CaCO$_3$ biomineralization process as it occurs in nacre and suggests a pathway for the biomimetic fabrication of functional materials.

2. Experimental Section

2.1 Materials

Calcium chloride (AR) and sodium carbonate (AR) were bought from Chemical Agents Co. Ltd., Beijing, China. Bombyx mori silkworm silk was purchased from Yi Xian Raw Silk Factory in China. All chemicals were used without further purification. Deionized water was used throughout the experimental process.

2.2 Preparation of silk fibroin hydrogel

Degumming and dissolving process of Bombyx mori silk followed the established procedures [22]. About 6% (w/w) of aqueous regenerated silk fibroin was collected at room temperature and stored at 4 °C. Silk fibroin solutions with lower concentrations were prepared by diluting the 6% solution with water. To obtain higher concentration solutions, the 6% silk fibroin solutions were dialyzed against 10% (w/v) PEG (10,000 g/mol) solution for at least 12 h at room temperature [23]. Finally, silk fibroin solutions with different concentrations (w/w, 5%, 10%, 15% and 25%) were prepared. Silk fibroin solutions with these four concentrations containing CaCl$_2$ (20 mM) were prepared, then the hydrogels formed at 60 °C after 20 h. Silk fibroin gel was cut into small cubes (volume: ~1 cm$^3$) as shown in figure 1.

2.3 Crystallization of CaCO$_3$ crystals in silk fibroin hydrogel

In-vitro crystallization experiments in the gels with the different silk fibroin concentrations were carried out. The gel cubes were immersed in Na$_2$CO$_3$ solution (20 mM, 200 ml) and the mineralization
process lasted for 12 h at room temperature. In the control group, CaCO₃ crystals grown in the same condition without silk fibroin gels were collected by silicon substrates. For the time-dependent growth study, CaCO₃ crystallization experiment was carried out within 10% silk fibroin gel and stopped at the designed time from 5 min to 12 h. When the mineralization process completed, the final products were lyophilized for characterization.

2.4 Characterization

The cross-sections of the gel cubes with four silk fibroin concentrations were chosen to analyze calcium distribution qualitatively by using electron probe microanalyzer (JXA-8230, JEOL). Crystal morphology and crystallization process were imaged by LEO-1530 (LEO Company) scanning electron microscope (SEM), fitted with a field-emission source operating at an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. Phase analyses were performed by a Nicolet 6700 (ThermoFisher SCIENTIFIC) Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer using the KBr pellets method and a D8 ADVANCE (BRUKER Company) X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (40 kV, 40 mA). XRD patterns of silk fibroin/CaCO₃ hybrids were collected at a 2θ range of 10-80°. Additionally, a RM 2000 laser microscopic Raman spectrometer (Renishaw Company) with the Raman shifts ranging from 100 to 1200 cm⁻¹ was also used to confirm the polymorph. An argon ion laser at a wavelength of 514.5 nm was used.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Effect of silk fibroin hydrogel with different concentrations on calcium carbonate crystal growth

Calcium distribution of the four gels with different concentrations was investigated first and the typical surface scanning images are shown in figure 2. Analysis area is 100 µm×100 µm. Warm color represents high level of calcium element content and cool color is reversed. Test results show that the
detected calcium is homogeneously distributed in these samples. Additionally, calcium content obviously decreased as silk fibroin concentration increased. High silk fibroin content leads to the low solvent content in equal volume, accompanying with the same calcium ion concentration, which results in the low calcium content.

*In-vitro* crystallization experiments in silk fibroin gels with varying concentrations and control group without silk fibroin gels were carried out at room temperature (~25 °C). Morphologies of the pure silk fibroin gel and resulting CaCO₃ crystals were characterized in figure 3a-f. A uniform network with porous structure is revealed in pure silk fibroin gel (figure 3a). Figure 3b shows CaCO₃ crystals obtained from the control group without silk fibroin gels. The typical calcite crystals with the exposed (104) crystalline faces are observed. In the experiment groups, the morphology of CaCO₃ crystals is homogeneous in each silk fibroin concentration (figure 3c-f), and it is well controlled in silk fibroin hydrogel. To further investigate the details of morphology, CaCO₃ crystals from the four experiment groups are magnified, as shown in figure 4a-d. With the increase of silk fibroin concentration, CaCO₃ crystals morphology transforms from regular rhombohedral appearance (figure 4a), step-like morphology (figure 4b-c) to spherical aggregate (figure 4d). The typical (104) facets are clearly observed on the crystal surface in figure 4a-d, suggesting that these crystals are all calcites. Meanwhile, the obtained crystal sizes differ in the four kinds of gels. From 5% SF gel to 25% SF gel, the corresponding crystal size is ~24 µm, ~21 µm, ~14 µm and ~16 µm respectively. According to the difference in calcium content, the larger crystal size in low silk fibroin concentration gel can be attributed to the higher calcium content. Additionally, it could be a result of fast growth rate of calcite in the case of lower concentration of silk fibroin. Figure 5 shows XRD patterns and FTIR spectra of the pure silk fibroin gel and silk fibroin/CaCO₃ hybrids from the four crystallization experiments. The
typical XRD patterns in figure 5a clearly exhibits that no sharp peak is involved in the pure silk fibroin gel, leaving only a broad peak at about 20°. The four silk fibroin/CaCO₃ hybrids have a similar pattern. The diffraction peaks at 2θ of 29.4°, 35.9° and 39.5° correspond to (104), (110) and (113) crystallographic planes of calcite, respectively [24]. As can be seen in figure 5b, the peak in the ranges of 1620-1625 cm⁻¹ (amide I) and around 1516 cm⁻¹ (amide II) are attributable to β-sheet structure of silk fibroin [25]. The peaks at 876 and 712 cm⁻¹ associated with ν2 (CO₃ out-of-plane deformation) mode and ν4 (OCO bending in-plane deformation) mode vibrations are distinctive features of calcite [26]. Thus, it can be concluded that the prepared CaCO₃ products are calcite crystals and silk fibroin gel has no effect on CaCO₃ polymorph. Chen et al. [27] reported that silk fibroin as a soluble additive could induce rice-grain-shaped aragonite crystals. As we know, secondary structure of silk fibroin can be changed from random coil to β-sheet during the gel formation. Consequently, we presume that the difference in silk fibroin conformation is responsible for the polymorph diversity.

3.2 Calcium carbonate crystallization process in silk fibroin hydrogel

To learn the detail of CaCO₃ crystallization process in silk fibroin gel system, time-dependent growth study was carried out. Observations using SEM show in detail the crystallization process of calcium carbonate (figure 6). At the early stage, the typical rhombohedral crystals with uniform crystal size of ~3 μm are observed (figure 6a). In succession, the initial crystals grow bigger and the well-facettetd calcite crystals are obtained (figure 6b). As reaction time goes on, the single calcite crystal reveals multilayered morphology but the well-defined (104) facet is still observed. The calcite crystal size reached to ~9 μm (figure 6c). Figure 6d-e show CaCO₃ crystal growth at 6 and 8 h respectively. Interestingly, the sheet-like crystals with smooth surface appear, suggesting the dissolution process is involved in this process [20]. Micro-Raman spectra demonstrated these sheet-like
crystals are calcite (inset in figure 6d). It has three vibrational bands at 282 cm\(^{-1}\), 713 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1087 cm\(^{-1}\), which can be attributed to [libration/rotation, \(L\)] lattice vibrations of the calcite crystals, \(v_4\) in-plane C–O bending mode vibration and \(v_1\) symmetric C–O stretching mode vibration respectively [28]. The size of this dissolved calcite reduced continually as the reaction time increased. Estroff et al. [29] reported that the dissolution was observed on the gel-grown calcite crystals. As a result of cross-linked macromolecules, the biological calcite increased solubility as compared to synthetic calcite. Similarly, calcite with the dissolved morphology was also prepared with polyacrylamide hydrogel [30]. Figure 6f shows the growth state of CaCO\(_3\) in silk fibroin gel for 12 h. Irregular rhombohedral calcite with steps recrystallized under the control of silk fibroin gel and the final crystal size was \(~21\) \(\mu\)m. Hence, calcite crystals growth in silk fibroin gel passed through the dissolution to conduct mass transport and then recrystallization process. All observations indicated that calcite formed at initial stage and no phase transition was existed in crystal growth process. Silk fibroin hydrogel could regulate the morphology but not polymorph.

In combination with background information and our experimental results, the proposed growth mechanism of calcium carbonate crystals in silk fibroin gels with high and low concentration is illuminated (figure 7). Generally, the formation of CaCO\(_3\) crystals in silk fibroin hydrogel contains four steps: (1) silk fibroin gelation, (2) preliminary crystallization, (3) dissolving, and (4) recrystallization. Initially, the structure of silk fibroin in the solution with calcium chloride changed from random coil to \(\beta\)-sheet, with some inter-chain physical cross-links to form the gel network. Calcium distributed uniformly in both high and low concentration gels, and calcium content in high concentration gel was lower than that in low concentration gel. When carbonate ions diffused into the gel and contacted with calcium ions, calcium ions served as nucleation centers and then preliminary crystallization happened.
to form calcite crystals. Next, the grown calcite dissolved to conduct mass transport, along with the precursor formation. β-sheet of silk fibroin could cause the partial orientation of the protein chains [27]. The formed precursor tended to absorb on the highly oriented crystalline region of silk fibroin because of the nucleation-dependent aggregation of β-sheets [31]. Finally, recrystallization took place on the region of β-sheets due to the high localized concentration of sequestered Ca$^{2+}$. Growth of CaCO$_3$ crystals was highly restrained in the gel network. This restrictive effect of macromolecule network in high concentration gel was much stronger than that in low concentration gel. Thus, the spherical calcite aggregates formed in high concentration gel (figure 7a), while the single irregular calcites appeared in low concentration gel (figure 7b).

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we documented a sample system only containing silk fibroin hydrogel for a better mimicking of calcium carbonate biomineralization process in nacre. SEM and FTIR spectra confirmed the concentration of silk fibroin gel had influence on calcium carbonate morphology rather than polymorph. CaCO$_3$ crystals obtained from the low and high concentration gels were all calcites with different morphologies. On the basis of the study on CaCO$_3$ crystallization process in silk fibroin gel, a potential growth mechanism of calcium carbonate was proposed. Preliminary crystallization, dissolving and recrystallization were involved in crystal growth process. The difference in restrictive effect of macromolecule network led to the obviously different CaCO$_3$ morphologies in varying concentration gels. Although detailed crystallographic data of CaCO$_3$ were not available from the present study, the results demonstrated significant aspects of calcium carbonate crystals grown in gel, which could further provide clues for a deeper understanding of CaCO$_3$ biomineralization process as it occurs in nature and
suggest a pathway for the biomimetic fabrication of functional materials.
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Figure captions

**Figure 1.** Optical photos of the silk fibroin hydrogel and small gel cubes.

**Figure 2.** Calcium distribution features in silk fibroin hydrogels with different silk fibroin concentrations (wt. %): (a) 5%, (b) 10%, (c) 15%, and (d) 25%.
**Figure 3.** SEM images of the pure silk fibroin gel (a), CaCO$_3$ crystals grown without silk fibroin gels (b) and CaCO$_3$ crystals grown in the gels with varying silk fibroin concentrations (wt. %): (c) 5%, (d) 10%, (e) 15%, and (f) 25%.

**Figure 4.** SEM images of magnified CaCO$_3$ crystals grown in silk fibroin hydrogel with varying silk fibroin concentrations (wt. %): (a) 5%, (b) 10%, (c) 15%, and (d) 25%.
Figure 5. XRD patterns (a) and FTIR spectra (b) of the pure silk fibroin gel and silk fibroin/CaCO$_3$ hybrids.
Figure 6. SEM images of crystallization process of CaCO$_3$ crystals in 10% silk fibroin hydrogel at different interval: (a) 5 min, (b) 10 min, (c) 2 h, (d) 6 h, (e) 8h, and (f) 12 h. Inset shows polymorph of the sheet-like crystal by micro-Raman spectra.
**Figure 7.** Schematic illustration of CaCO$_3$ crystals growth process in (a) high concentration and (b) low concentration silk fibroin hydrogels.